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           The Oxley Region 
Amateur Radio Club’s 35th 
annual Field Day is almost 
upon us. It’s amazing how 
quickly 2010 is advancing! 
It’s not only this year that 
is passing quickly. As most 
readers will be aware, 2010 
marks the Centenary of the 
formation of the Wireless 
Institute of Australia. Yes, Amateur Radio 
as a formally recognized hobby is now 
over 100 years old. It is remarkable to 
consider that our own local club, which 
was formed in 1971, will be 39 years old 
this year and has been conducting an 
annual field day for 35 of those years. 
        Even though 1971 doesn’t seem a 
long time ago, well at least for some of us 
anyway, it does mean that the club has 
already been actively supporting Amateur 
Radio for well over a third of the formal 
history of our favourite hobby. 
        The Oxley Region Amateur Radio 
Club is proud that the Wireless Institute of 
Australia is supporting our 35th annual 
Field Day as a Centenary celebratory 
activity. 
        It is interesting to look back at the 
reasons that our club began running Field 
Days only a few years after its formation. 
To find those reasons gives me a perfect 
opportunity to indulge in a little club 
history.   
        One topic of conversation that is aired 
every now and then is, “Why is the club 
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Called the Oxley Region Amateur Radio 
Club?”  In fact, at various times in our 
history, we have considered changing the 
name of the club. However, after 
considering various alternatives, ranging 
from “Hastings” to “Port Macquarie – 
Wauchope”, the consensus has always 
been to retain “Oxley”.  Why “Oxley”?  
Well, back in 1971 there weren’t any radio 
clubs in this part of the coast.  The 
primary reason that our club first came 
into being was to establish a two-metre 
FM repeater on Middle Brother Mountain 
to provide mobile coverage up and down 
the Pacific Highway from Bulladelah to 
Kempsey. Repeater licences could only be 
issued to radio clubs, and not individuals, 
so we had to have a club. 
        The inaugural meeting to form a club 
was held on the 2nd of October 1971 at the 
home of Owen Bested VK2AEB in 
Condon Avenue in Port Macquarie. Those 
familiar with Condon Avenue will realize 
that this placed Owen’s QTH just around 
the corner from the QTH of Peter 
Alexander VK2PA in Hill Street who was 
one of the strongest protagonists.  Owen 
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Down The Coax 
All scheduled meetings held in the S.E.S. Building  

Central Road Port Macquarie  
Friday Night Get-Together 

Friday 28th May 2010 7.00pm 
 

June Monthly Meeting 
Saturday 5th June 2010 2.00pm 

 
ORARC’s 35th Annual Field Day Weekend  

Sat-Sun 12th/13th June 
  

Friday Night Get-Together 
Friday 25th June 2010 7.00pm 

  
July Monthly Meeting 

Saturday 3rd July, 2010 2.00pm    
E-mail directory 

Reflects ALL changes notified up to  
25th April 2010 

Peter Fletcher fletcher@physics.usyd.edu.au 
VK2AG (Lewis) lewisgreen@bigpond.com 
VK2EI (Neil) neilsan@tpg.com.au 
VK2EM (Bruce) vk2em@tpg.com.au 
VK2GD (Alan) anu16734@bigpond.net.au 
VK2KC (John) vk2kc@bigpond.com 
VK2TT (Trevor) grumps@midcoast.com.au 
VK2ATM (Arthur) arfamo@midcoast.com.au 
VK2AYD (David) dvdplly@midcoast.com.au 
VK2AYQ (John) hansenjo@ozemail.com.au 
VK2BEL (Allan) belly@skymesh.com.au 
VK2BOR (ORARC) vk2bor@orarc.org 
VK2CJM (Chris) Chris@CalmDowns.org.au 
VK2CHC (Richard) yachtsman@midcoast.com.au 
VK2CLL (Larry) vk2cll@clearmail.com.au 
VK2DDL (Stan) svellis@tsn.cc 
VK2KK (Steve) haddie_007@hotmail.com 
VK2EJK (Bob) rbr01962@bigpond.net.au 
VK2EVB (Peter) vk2evb@swiftdsl.com.au 
VK2HOT (Bruce) bw_vk2hot@yahoo.com.au  
VK2IEV (Joe) rbivona@bigpond.com 
VK2KCE (Charles) cpedmond@midcoast.com.au 
VK2VIV (Jim) jim.neil@gmail.com 
VK2VTH (Steven) sharkbait _@hotmail.com 
VK2YOR (Roy) rjburges@bigpond.com 
VK2ZCM (Craig) vk2zcm@dodo.com.au 
VK2ZCV (Bill) wsi54224@bigpond.net.au 
VK2ZCW (Bill) cabrooke@westnet.com.au 
VK2ZHE (Henry) lundell@tpg.com.au 
VK2ZTM (Tim) c/- info@tvg.com.au 
VK2FABJ (Ailsa) cabrooke@westnet.com.au 
VK2FBRG (Barry) bgilson11@hotmail.com 
VK2FHKO (Horst) horstko@bigpond.com 
VK2FJKD (Jim) jaidanl@bigpond.com 
VK9FLHI (Des) lhibluelag@bigpond.com 

Closure  of ORARC’s 
Packet Repeaters 

As recorded in the President’s report, the 
club’s packet repeaters at Middle Brother 
and Telegraph Point have been closed. 
Interest in other digital modes led to a 
downturn & ultimate cessation VHF 
packet in the region. 
 
 
       Return of Les Janes VK5JL 
Welcome back to the membership list, 
Les! We shall be seeing, and hopefully 
hearing, more of Les now that he has 
returned to our ranks. We will be sharing 
his presence as he alternates between 
VK5-VK2 land. 
 
 
 

Remember! ORARC’s 35th 
Annual Field Day Weekend 

Sat/Sun 12th-13th June 2010  
(See programme enclosed) 

Put the dates in your social 
calendar and be sure to  

BE THERE! 

Net Controllers’ Roster 
Nets on Voice Repeater VK2RPM 146.700 MHz 
 
          Sundays                         Wednesdays 
 
(0830 Local)                     (1930 Local) 

VK2TT May - 02 VK2AYD May - 05 

VK2OA May - 09 VK2ZCM May - 12 

VK2VIV May - 16 VK2ATM May - 19 

VK2TT May - 23 VK2ZHE May - 26 

VK2OA May - 30   
June 2010  

VK2TT July - 04 VK2EI July - 07 

VK2OA July - 11 VK2AYD July - 14 

VK2VIV July - 18 VK2ZCM July - 21 

VK2TT July - 25 VK2ATM July - 28 

July 2010 

May 2010 

VK2VIV June - 06 VK2EI June - 02 

VK2TT June - 13 VK2AYD June - 09 

VK2OA June - 20 VK2ZCM June - 16 

VK2VIV June - 27 VK2ATM June - 23 

  VK2ZHE June - 30 

July 2010  
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had recently retired to Port Macquarie and 
very kindly offered to host the meeting. It 
must be recorded that Owen and his XYL 
were particularly hospitable. I still 
remember the afternoon tea! 
       If we have a look at the membership 
of the club in 1971, 1972 & 1973, we 
certainly had members in Port Macquarie 
(VK2PA, AEB, ATM, ZHE, ADT, AWS 
later LS, ZIX etc) and Wauchope 
(VK2BGG, AAD, WC etc) but 
importantly, also members in the Taree 
area (VK2BGF, AEY, ZYG etc)  and in 
the Kempsey area (VK2ZUM, AQH, AAR 
etc).  
       The “Oxley Region” was of course 
the Civil Defence region which 
encompassed these towns. The region still 
lives on in the State Emergency Service 
(SES) nomenclature for the same 
geographic area. The Taree and Kempsey 
members had a long way to travel to the 
club meetings at Port Macquarie but they 

President’s Report (Cont’d from P1) always had a strong presence in the early 
years. We also had members from further 
out of town such as VK2ZCQ from 
Bellingen and distant members such as 
VK2VI who hailed from Neutral Bay in 
Sydney. Membership in the Oxley Region 
was $2 per year. Distant members paid 50 
cents per year. 
       Yes, the club achieved its first 
objective and the VK2RPM 146.7 MHZ 
FM repeater was established at Middle 
Brother Mountain. In the early years the 
repeater antennas were very much higher 
than they are today and the coverage was 
very impressive indeed with continuous 
solid signals from Karuah to Kempsey 
with reliable coverage from most of the 
high ground between Newcastle and Coffs 
Harbour.  Today the repeater antennas are 
not as favourably sited but there is still 
solid continuous mobile coverage from 
south of Taree to north of Telegraph Point. 
       A UHF FM repeater on 438.525 MHz 
was added to VK2RPM and the club 

1985 Field Day Attendance Register 
 
        Overleaf is a reproduction of the two pages of the WIA NSW Division 1985 WIA 
75th Anniversary attendance book which was signed by those attending the Oxley 
Region Amateur Radio Club’s 10th annual Field Day at Port Macquarie on the 8th and 9th 
of June 1985. We are indebted to Tim Mills VK2ZTM and Amateur Radio NSW for 
providing ORARC with a copy of these historic pages from 25 years ago. 
        In 1985 the Wireless Institute of Australia celebrated the 75th anniversary of its 
founding. In the same year the Oxley Region Amateur Radio Club conducted its 10th 
annual Field Day so it was a significant year for both organizations.  This year the WIA 
celebrates its centenary while ORARC conducts its 35th annual Field Day.  
        The Oxley Region Amateur Radio Club is very pleased that the Wireless Institute 
of Australia is supporting our 35th annual Field Day in 2010 as a Centenary celebratory 
activity. It is with great pride that we display the WIA Centenary Logo on this year’s 
Field Day program.  
        The 1985 Field Day attendance book makes for very interesting reading.  While it 
is always sad to see the signatures of many good friends who are no longer with us, it is 
very heartening that it is likely that a great many of those who attended the 1985 Field 
Day will be at our 2010 Field Day, 25 years later. The other significant point which 
emerges from even a cursory study of the demographics of the 1985 attendees is that 
there is good mix of locals and visitors. It is this mix which assures the success of our 
Field Days. The presence of the visitors and their families shows that there are sufficient 
items of interest at the Field Day to warrant the effort and not insubstantial cost of 
traveling to Port Macquarie for the weekend. Of course no Field Day would be complete 
without excellent support from the locals. Our club is very grateful indeed that as well as 
the ongoing support of our local members, we have so many distant Amateurs and their 
families continuing to make the effort to travel to Port Macquarie each year for our Field 
Day. 
        Please enjoy the 1985 attendance register. For many of us it is an opportunity for 
nostalgia to look back 25 years and see our signature and callsign in such esteemed 
company.  
        At this year’s Field Day the WIA attendance register will be back so please ensure 
that you take the opportunity to record your personal bit of history by signing the 
register in the WIA’s Centenary Year. 
 

(Continued on Page 6) 
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developed a second repeater site at 
Telegraph Point with the VK2RCN 147.0 
MHz 2 metre FM repeater provide an 
alternative repeater with strong signals in 
the Port Macquarie and Wauchope areas. A 
438.425 MHz UHF FM repeater will 
shortly be added to the VK2RCN site.  
        As well, the club provided VHF and 
UHF digipeater and backbone facilities for 
packet radio at the two repeater sites for 
many years.  However, with the recent 
growth of other digital modes, resulting in 
little use of the packet radio facilities, the 
club, at a recent meeting, decided to 
discontinue this service. The extra space 
gained at the VK2RPM site will enable the 
recently completed two-metre six-filter 
duplexer to be installed, which will enable 
the new 146.7 MHz repeater to both 
transmit and receive on a single aerial.      
        Back to the history: The establishment 
of a repeater was not the only objective of 
the club when it was formed. A very 
important objective was, and still is, to 
promote Amateur Radio, and to encourage 
newcomers to obtain their licences so that 
they may get on the air and actively 
participate in all aspects of this great 
hobby. To that end, most members have 
always taken the initiative to extol the 
virtues of Amateur Radio to anyone who 
showed even the slightest interest. From 
the earliest days, and continuing through to 
the present day, the club has run classes 
which have resulted in a great many people 
gaining their call signs.  This has been one 
of the greatest contributions to Amateur 
Radio by our club. In turn, this has helped 
to keep our club not only viable, but active. 
We owe a debt of gratitude to those 
members who so selflessly have given up 
many hours of their own time to teach the 
classes. Today the club has two accredited 
assessors, Larry Lindsay VK2CLL and 
Alan Nutt VK2GD, so is able to conduct 
the exams locally. 
        As most of us well remember, there is  
no-one keener than a newly licensed 
amateur. After experiencing the joys of 
Central Coast Field Day at Gosford and the 
Urunga Easter Convention, it didn’t take 
long for our members to decide that we 
should hold our own Field Day. Things like 
the social contact with fellow enthusiasts, 
the challenge of fox hunting, and the 
infectious thrill of finding a bargain, go 
together to make Field Days a popular 
drawcard.  It must have been a pretty good 
decision to hold a Field Day each Year. 
After 35 years we are still doing it! 

       Of course, both Taree and Kempsey 
went on to form their own local radio 
clubs, but their members still continue to 
strongly support the Oxley Region field 
days. Indeed, the support of amateurs from 
far and wide, as well from the local area, 
is the key to running successful field days. 
You will see in this issue of “Oxtales” a 
reproduction of the two pages of the WIA 
NSW Division 1985 WIA 75th 
Anniversary attendance book which was 
signed by those attending the Oxley 
Region Amateur Radio Club’s 10th annual 
Field Day at Port Macquarie on the 8th and 
9th of June 1985. This is a mere 25 years 
ago! It is always sad to see the signatures 
of many good friends who are no longer 
with us, but on a much brighter note is the 
expectation that a great many of those who 
attended the 1985 Field Day will be at our 
2010 Field Day. We are very grateful that, 
as well as the support of our local 
members, we have so many distant 
Amateurs and their families continuing to 
make the effort to travel to Port Macquarie 
each year for our Field Day. 
       The Oxley Region Amateur Radio 
Club Field Days have been held at the Sea 
Scout hall in Buller Street in Port 
Macquarie for many years. There have 
been two other Port Macquarie venues. 
These were the RSL building at Oxley 
Oval and the Tacking Point Surf Club 
building. The field days haven’t always 
been in Port Macquarie, though. They 
have, in past years, also been held at the 
hall at Rollands Plains, and at the 
Wauchope showground.  
       Next year in 2011, as the WIA 
continues in it’s 101st year, our club will 
celebrate its 40 anniversary after having 
conducted its 36th annual Field Day. 
Amateur Radio is a great hobby.  It’s 
always worth taking the opportunity to 
celebrate, and I am certain that we will do 
so again. There is a lot to be said for a 
hobby that is over a hundred years old and 
has continued to move with the times so 
that it still keeps us enthused. Remember 
to spread the word! 
Henry Lundell VK2ZHE 
President 

Snooping on the Past 
(By VK2TT) 

        Whilst browsing the National 
Library’s Newspaper Archives a few 
nights ago, I came upon the following 
item in the  “The Argus” (Melbourne) 
Thursday 15th December, 1921. I thought 
it worthwhile including it in OXTALES to 

President’s Report (Cont’d from P3) 
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WIRELESS. 
 

The Marconi Proposals. 
 

By METRE. 
 
       Three proposals for the distribution of 
news by wireless have been brought under 
the notice of the Empire Press Union by 
Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company. 
These are: - 1. An Imperial network of 
wireless communication; 2, a network of 
wireless stations for the exchange of news 
between European countries; 3, networks of 
wireless within the Dominions for the 
exchange of general news, and for the 
reception of news from the capital. 
       Under the first proposal, Australia, 
South Africa, and India would each be 
served by two routes. Under the second, 
only news traffic would be dealt with. None 
of this would be carried over telegraph 
lines, but each station would communicate 
with the corresponding station in the capital 
of each country, with the object of avoiding 
delays due to repetitions and those due to 
traffic congestion. Under the third proposal, 
it is contended that local exchange of news 
in the Dominions, with their widely 
separated centres of population, would be 
much facilitated. Telephony and telegraphy 
would both be employed according to the 
special requirements of the services. 
       The estimated speed would be nearly 
100 words a minute between stations 
employing wireless telephony, and a staff of 
shorthand writers for reception purposes. So 
far as secrecy is concerned, it is held that 
there need be no fear on this score, for at 
over 40 words a minute, a message would 
be unintelligible to an eavesdropper unless 
he possessed an expensive apparatus 
served by a large staff of subscribers. The 
cost of eavesdropping, therefore, would be 
out of all proportion to any advantage it 
would offer. Moreover, the publication of 
news obtained in this way would be a penal 
offence in all countries subscribing to the 
International Telegraph Convention. 
Status of the Australian Amateur. 
       One cannot but wonder when he 
compares the conditions under which the 

wireless amateur of Australia works with the 
conditions of the amateur in Great Britain 
and America. The great grievance of the 
experimenter in Australia is the ban placed 
on transmission of messages, and, though he 
is given reasonable freedom so far as 
reception is concerned, yet the charge of £2 
a year for a license is too high. The license 
fee in England is 10/- a year for receiving, 
and no difficulty is experienced in obtaining 
permission to transmit, provided the power 
used does not exceed 10 watts. This is 
sufficient to work over 50 miles if the 
continuous wave system is used. In America 
no charge is made for the license, and, 
though the number of commercial stations 
there is far greater than in Australia, the 
authorities grant permission to competent 
amateurs to use a power of 1,000 watts, or 
nearly 1½ horse power. The policy of the 
Australian radio authorities has been to 
check amateur radio work. Amateurs say that 
the Government would not grant them 
permission to use transmitting apparatus, and 
many would not pay the license fee 
demanded. As a result, unlicensed stations 
have sprung up all over Melbourne, and, as 
their whereabouts is not known to the 
authorities, surreptitious transmitting has 
been going on everywhere, and no care has 
been taken to prevent interference with 
commercial stations. On the other hand, the 
amateurs of America have achieved much. It 
is not uncommon for distances of 3,000 miles 
to be covered with the amateur transmitters 
in use, and, an amateur wireless telephone 
station on the east coast of the United States 
has actually been heard in Scotland. Recently 
a number of amateur operators in California 
have been commissioned to act in 
conjunction with the aerial forest patrol 
service, thus saving the Government the 
expense of paying operators to work the 20 
stations that have been erected for 
communication with the patrolling 
aeroplanes. 
       No interference with commercial 
messages would be caused if transmitting 
permits were granted to competent amateurs 
who undertook to use continuous wave 
transmitters so tuned that the length of the 
emitted wave was either less than 250 
metres, or greater than 1,500 metres. This 
precludes the possibility of interference 
either with the Government or the 
commercial stations. It is to be hoped that in 
the near future an amendment of the existing 
regulations will make such a permit 
obtainable. 
  

expose a little of our hobby’s history that 
had been hiding away in a musty vault for 
the last 88 years and nine months. I think 
it shows that we have moved quite some 
way along the path of technology, but 
perhaps, haven’t achieved all that much in 
the way of happiness with officialdom? :- 
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OXLEY REGION AMATEUR RADIO CLUB Inc. 

MEMBERSHIP REGISTER. 
(As at April 25th 2010) 

      Cat.   Surname    Given      Spouse Name     Call           Location                    Tph 
 
 1    O       BAILEY            JOHN            (FLORENCE)             VK2KHB        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6582.2192 
 2    D       BELL               ALAN                                          VK2BEL         COOLONGOLOOK           02 6554.1689 
 3    O       BIVONA           JOE              (ROSE)                    VK2IEV          PORT MACQUARIE        (Mob) 0405040953 
 4    L        BLYTH            BOB                                           VK2XIQ         TELEGRAPH POINT                - 
 5    O       BRODIE           BOB                                           VK2EJK         PORT MACQUARIE        02 6582.0592 
 6    O       BROOKE          AILSA           (BILL)                     VK2FABJ       PORT MACQUARIE        02 6581.0547 
 7    O       BROOKE          BILL             (AILSA)                    VK2ZCW        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6581.0547 
 8    O       BROWN           STEVEN                                       VK2VTH        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6484.7885 
 9    O       BURGES           ROY             (JUNE)                     VK2YOR        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6583.8801 
10  O      COURT             RICHARD     (LINDA)                   VK2CHC         PORT MACQUARIE         02 6584.6872      
11    O       DANIEL            JIM                                             VK2FJKD       PORT MACQUARIE        02 6583.1933 
12   O       EDMONDSON    CHARLES      (PAT)                      VK2KCE         PORT MACQUARIE        02 6584.0495 
13   D       EKERT             BRUCE          (YULIA)                   VK2EM          FORSTER                      02 6555.4161 
14   D       ELLIS               STAN            (BETTY)                  VK2DDL        TUNCURRY                    02 6554.7996 
15  A        FLETCHER         PETER       (CAROLYN  VK2CZF)      -              PORT MACQUARIE         02 6584.5191 
16  O       GILSON            BARRY         (FAY)                      VK2FBRG      PORT MACQUARIE        02 6583.8814 
17   O       GREEN             LEWIS           (PAMELA)                VK2AG          PORT MACQUARIE        02 6584.9162 
18   D       GREENWOOD   GRAEME                                     VK2ZIS          MIDDLE BROTHER        02 6559.4836 
19   O       HADFIELD       STEVE                                         VK2KK          PAPPINBARRA             02 6587.6160 
20   L        HANLON          KEITH                                             -              PORT MACQUARIE                  - 
21   O       HANSEN           JOHN                                          VK2AYQ        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6582.7932 
22   O       HARDING        DAVID          (ISABELLA)              VK2AIF          WAUCHOPE                   02 6586.4980 
23   D       JANES              LES               (BEVERLY)              VK5JL            PMQ/SALISBURY SA               - 
24   O       KOPPEL          HORST                                       VK2FHKO      LAKE CATHIE                02 6585.5992 
25   L        LINDSAY          LARRY                                        VK2CLL          WAUCHOPE                   02 6587.1155 
26   L        LUNDELL          HENRY                                        VK2ZHE         PORT MACQUARIE        02 6582.0534 
27   O       MADIGAN         ALLAN          (DAWN)                   VK2OA          WAUCHOPE                   02 6585.2043 
28   O       MARTIN           CRAIG          (JENNY)                   VK2ZCM         SANCROX                      02 6585.3452 
29   D       McADAM          PETER                                        VK2EVB         COFFS HARBOUR                    - 
30   O       McGUIRE         MARK                                         VK2FMGM      PORT MACQUARIE        02 6583.8875 
31   O       McLEAN           JOHN            (CORRINE)               VK2KC           PORT MACQUARIE        02 6584.6220 
32   O       MEEHAN          TERRY                                        VK2KL           PORT MACQUARIE        02 6584.2997 
33   D       MILLS              TIM                                            VK2ZTM         BEECROFT                    02 9868.1434 
34   H       MINAHAN         CHRIS                                         VK2EJ            HALLIDAYS POINT        02 6559.3516 
35   L        MONCK            ARTHUR       (WENDY)                 VK2ATM        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6581.0960 
36   O       NEIL                JIM               (CAROL)                  VK2VIV         PORT MACQUARIE        02 6581.2481 
37   O       NEWHAM         LAURIE         (ROBIN)                  VK2ELN         PORT MACQUARIE         02 6583.5387   
38   O       NUTT               ALAN            (ELAINE)                  VK2GD          PORT MACQUARIE        02 6584.9639 
39   O       PILLEY            DAVID          (DEE)                      VK2AYD        KING CREEK                 02 6585.2647 
40   O       ROTH              BILL                                           VK2CWR        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6581.1776 
41   O       SANDFORD      NEIL             (VERENA)                VK2EI            PORT MACQUARIE        02 6582.5830 
42   O       SINCLAIR         BILL                                           VK2ZCV         PORT MACQUARIE        02 6583.9302 
43   D       TARRANT        DAVID          (AILEEN)                  VK2TBC         ILUKA                                    - 
44   O       THATCHER      TREVOR                                     VK2TT           WAUCHOPE                   02 6585.2278 
45   D       THOMPSON      DES              (BETTY)                  VK9FLHI        LORD HOWE ISLAND     02 6563.2152 
46   O       WALKER          BRUCE          (GWEN)                   VK2HOT        PORT MACQUARIE        02 6583.8360 
47  O       WEBSTER        PAUL            (CAROL)                  VK2BZC         PORT MACQUARIE        02 6582.3377 
                 Category Key: O = ORDINARY    A = ASSOCIATE     D = DISTANT      H = HONORARY      L = LIFE 

 


